Tiger Meets Tiger Today
Fans In City For Auburn-L. S. U. Clash

Ready To Claw
No -- Alabama fans are just as ready to claw as those in Baton Rouge. In fact, the visitors are coming to the city with an inspiration that is difficult to explain. The visitors are in an attitude of never-say-die, which is the spirit that has made Alabama a leader in the SEC.

Gas Tax Proposal Leads In County, Lags In State

HOSPITAL PROJECT RUNS INTO BARRIER
County Treasurer Holds Up Approval Of Warrant

SHIPBUILDING TO BE RESUMED IN STATE

TRAIN RAMS FOOTBALL SPECIAL; FORTY INJURED

LATE NEWS FLASHES
Three Killed When Auto Hits Parked Box Car

ANOTHER EVENT FOR GRANTED TAXPAYERS
Gas Tax Proposal In Trailing In State

NAZIS CLAMP FINE OF BILLION MARKS ON GERMAN JEWS

NAZIS AROUSE U.S. PROTESTS

"Why The Heck Didn't I Buy It A Month Ago?"

"I'd Rather Be A Bird In Your Presence"

"IYPHID MARY" DIES IN GOATIN HOSPITAL

Market At A Glance

"A Pass, Boys"

"Fixed Baton Rouge"

"Ready To Claw"

"Djured Express"